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ABSTRACT
We present a two-dimensional multi-component photometric decomposition of 404 galaxies from the Calar Alto Legacy Integral
Field Area Data Release 3 (CALIFA-DR3). They represent all possible galaxies with no clear signs of interaction and not strongly
inclined in the final CALIFA data release. Galaxies are modelled in the g, r, and i Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) images including,
when appropriate, a nuclear point source, bulge, bar, and an exponential or broken disc component. We use a human-supervised
approach to determine the optimal number of structures to be included in the fit. The dataset, including the photometric parameters
of the CALIFA sample, is released together with statistical errors and a visual analysis of the quality of each fit. The analysis of
the photometric components reveals a clear segregation of the structural composition of galaxies with stellar mass. At high masses
(log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11), the galaxy population is dominated by galaxies modelled with a single Sérsic or a bulge+disc with a bulge-to-
total (B/T ) luminosity ratio B/T > 0.2. At intermediate masses (9.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) < 11), galaxies described with bulge+disc but
B/T < 0.2 are preponderant, whereas, at the low mass end (log(M⋆/M⊙) < 9.5), the prevailing population is constituted by galaxies
modelled with either pure discs or nuclear point sources+discs (i.e., no discernible bulge). We obtain that 57% of the volume corrected
sample of disc galaxies in the CALIFA sample host a bar. This bar fraction shows a significant drop with increasing galaxy mass in
the range 9.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) < 11.5. The analyses of the extended multi-component radial profile result in a volume-corrected
distribution of 62%, 28%, and 10% for the so-called Type I (pure exponential), Type II (down-bending), and Type III (up-bending)
disc profiles, respectively. These fractions are in discordance with previous findings. We argue that the different methodologies used
to detect the breaks are the main cause for these differences.
Key words. galaxies: bulges – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: stellar content – galaxies: structure – galaxies:
photometry
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1. Introduction
The constant development of the morphological classification
schemes, from the Hubble tuning fork diagram (Hubble 1926)
to the more sophisticated Comprehensive de Vaucouleurs revised
Hubble-Sandage (CVRHS; Buta et al. 2015) catalogue, illustrate
the morphological complexity of galaxy systems. Even appar-
ently simple systems like ellipticals can host a wealth of other
structures such as outer shells or nuclear cores (Malin & Carter
1980; Morelli et al. 2004). The properties of the different stellar
structures that make up galaxies (e.g., bulges, bars, and discs) are
the direct result of their formation and evolution. Therefore, the
quantification of the properties of galaxies and their distinct stel-
lar structures is a fundamental step towards understanding how
galaxies form and evolve.
Historically, since the early era of photographic plates, one
of the key methods for studying the projected luminosity den-
sity, or surface brightness (SB), of galaxies was to use paramet-
ric laws to model their different components (Freeman 1970;
Kormendy 1977). In the early 80s, the pioneering photomet-
ric decomposition methods were based on modelling the one-
dimensional (1D) SB profiles of galaxies as the sum of sepa-
rate components (e.g. bulge+disc; Boroson 1981; Send 1982;
Hickson et al. 1982). With the advent of charge couple device
(CCD) cameras, these first attempts to understand the stel-
lar structures that shape a galaxy were improved upon in the
following decades by hybrid methods fitting not only the SB
but also the galaxy ellipticity profiles (Trujillo et al. 2001b;
Aguerri & Trujillo 2002). The first pixel-by-pixel fitting of
galaxy images with two-dimensional (2D) SB models was done
by Byun & Freeman (1995). Since then, several codes have been
developed to perform 2D bulge+disc photometric decomposi-
tions such as GIM2D (Simard 1998), but most recent algorithms
allow for a 2D multi-component photometric decomposition
(e.g. GALFIT, Peng et al. 2002, BUDDA, de Souza et al. 2004,
GASP2D, Méndez-Abreu et al. 2008, IMFIT, Erwin 2015).
The necessity for a multi-component approach to the photo-
metric decomposition of galaxies has been demonstrated in sev-
eral works (Prieto et al. 2001; Gadotti 2008; Salo et al. 2015). In
particular, the inclusion of the bar component has been proved
to be critical in order to recover accurate bulge parameters
(e.g. Aguerri et al. 2005; Laurikainen et al. 2005). Several stud-
ies have shown that both the Sérsic index (n) and the bulge-
to-total luminosity ratio (B/T ) can be artificially increased if
the bar is not properly accounted for in the fit (Gadotti 2009;
Weinzirl et al. 2009; Méndez-Abreu et al. 2014). In addition, re-
cent advances in observational techniques have allowed for de-
tailed analysis of the light distribution in the outermost regions
of galaxies. Despite the classical view of galaxies hosting pure
exponential discs being confirmed with ultra deep observations
(e.g. Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2005), a wide variety of outer pro-
files deviating from a pure exponential have also been reported
(Erwin et al. 2005; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006). Therefore, since
the origin of breaks in disc profiles is still debated, a multi-
component approach taking into account broken profiles is of
vital importance for understanding disc formation and evolution
processes (Marino et al. 2016; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016).
Despite their limitations, two-component (bulge+disc) pho-
tometric decompositions are still the common procedure when
dealing with large surveys at low and high redshift (Allen et al.
2006; Simard et al. 2011; Lackner & Gunn 2012; Häußler et al.
2013). This is mainly because current methodologies to find the
best fit model to the galaxy images using two-component models
are relatively easy to automatise. However, when more structures
are added to the fitting process, they become more degenerate
and human supervision is usually needed. A number of stud-
ies have attempted to produce multi-component photometric de-
compositions of samples with several hundreds of galaxies. Re-
cently, Salo et al. (2015) performed the largest multi-component
decomposition to date, analysing 2352 galaxies from the Spitzer
Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G, Sheth et al. 2010).
Here, we present the 2D multi-component photometric de-
composition of 404 galaxies drawn from the final data release
of the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area survey (CALIFA,
Sánchez et al. 2012). The galaxy sample represents all galax-
ies in the CALIFA survey that are suitable for our photometric
analysis, that is, they are not in interaction with other galaxies
and are not heavily inclined. The CALIFA survey is an integral
field spectroscopy (IFS) survey of 667 galaxies that provides
spatially resolved information such as stellar and gas kinemat-
ics, stellar populations, and gas-phase physical properties over a
large field of view (2-3 galaxy effective radii). The CALIFA data
have significantly improved our understanding of the physical
processes leading to the observed population of galaxies in the
nearby Universe. The aim of this paper is to provide the CAL-
IFA dataset with an accurate photometric characterisation of the
multiple stellar structures shaping the CALIFA galaxies (bulges,
bars, and discs). To this aim, we have used the homogeneous
imaging provided by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Re-
lease 7 (Abazajian et al. 2009, SDSS-DR7) for the whole CAL-
IFA sample. Some of the information presented here has already
been used within the survey collaboration to study the influence
of bars in stellar population gradients (Sánchez-Blázquez et al.
2014), to address the stellar populations of different disc profiles
(Ruiz-Lara et al. 2016), to understand gas abundance gradient in
discs (Sánchez et al. 2014; Sánchez-Menguiano et al. 2016), and
to analyse the morpho-kinematic properties of bulges in lentic-
ular galaxies (Mendez-Abreu et al. submitted). This paper fo-
cuses on the technical aspects of the photometric decomposition
and the incidence of the different galaxy structures in the CAL-
IFA galaxy sample. The detailed photometric description of the
galaxy structures presented in this paper opens a new set of pos-
sibilities to the wealth of 2D spatially resolved spectroscopic in-
formation provided by the CALIFA survey. The properties of the
individual structures and their relation with other galaxy proper-
ties extracted from the CALIFA data will be explored in future
papers.
The current paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 describes
the CALIFA data release 3 (DR3) and the final sample used in
this study. Sect. 3 details the technical aspects of the 2D photo-
metric decomposition analysis. Sect. 4 describes the fitting pro-
cess and the main types of multi-component decomposition car-
ried out in this paper. The incidence of the main stellar structures
found in our sample are analysed in the context of the global
properties of the galaxies. Sect. 5 presents a complete descrip-
tion of the uncertainties inherent to our analysis. The conclu-
sions are given in Sect. 6. Throughout the paper we assume a flat
cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and a Hubble constant H0
= 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2. The CALIFA DR3 and our sample selection
The CALIFA final data release (DR3, Sánchez et al. 2016) com-
prises two different samples of galaxies: galaxies belonging to
the CALIFA mother sample and galaxies that are considered
the extension sample. The first group represents the natural ex-
pansion of the galaxies presented in the previous CALIFA DR1
(Husemann et al. 2013) and DR2 (García-Benito et al. 2015),
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Fig. 1: (from left to right) Distribution of our galaxy sample in Hubble type, stellar mass, redshift, and on the r− i vs. r−band colour
magnitude relation. Colours in all panels represent the different galaxy Hubble types. The parameters for each galaxy were obtained
from Walcher et al. (2014).
and fully characterised in Walcher et al. (2014). The second
group corresponds to a compendium of different sets of galax-
ies that were observed using the same setup as CALIFA, as part
of ancillary science projects within the CALIFA collaboration.
The final CALIFA DR3 comprises 667 galaxies.
From the final data release, and after performing a visual in-
spection of the SDSS images, we carry out a discard/exclusion
process of those galaxies not suitable for our photometric study.
First, we reject paired and interacting objects (57 galaxies) as
well as those systems with a heavily distorted morphology (19
galaxies). Since we aim to provide an accurate description of the
galaxy stellar structures using only symmetric models, galaxies
with distorted features cannot be successfully modelled. Then,
we check for the presence of bright stars contaminating our tar-
get galaxies and remove them from the analysis (5 galaxies). Fi-
nally, the identification and subsequent characterisation of struc-
tures in highly inclined galaxies is usually not possible due to
projection effects, thus those galaxies close to edge-on (i > 70◦)
were also removed from the sample (183 galaxies). This lat-
ter process was performed by a visual inspection of individual
galaxies since we find that a typical disc axis ratio cut does
not work for early-type edge-on galaxies with spherical stellar
haloes. The final sample presented in this paper contains 404
galaxies. The distribution of their main global characteristics ex-
tracted from Walcher et al. (2014) is shown in Fig. 1.
The CALIFA mother sample presents the noticeable charac-
teristic that its selection criteria are well understood. Therefore,
although the final observed sample is not complete in volume, it
is possible to reconstruct volume corrected sample properties.
The complete procedure is described in Walcher et al. (2014)
and assigns a volume correction to each individual galaxy that
can be used to correct for the selection function. Fig. 2 shows
the luminosity function of the sample in this study, the CALIFA
mother sample, and the final observed sample in the CALIFA
DR3. It is worth noticing that volume corrections are not appli-
cable to the extended sample due to their complicated sample
selection. Thus, the luminosity function represented in Fig. 2
contains only those galaxies drawn from the CALIFA mother
sample (297 galaxies). We find a good match among the lumi-
nosity functions of the three different samples, as well as for the
SDSS luminosity function given by Blanton et al. (2003), within
the completeness limits described in Walcher et al. (2014), that
is, -19 > Mr >-23.1. Our sample contains 285 galaxies within
these limits.
Fig. 2: Luminosity functions of the CALIFA mother sample
(grey squares), final CALIFA observed sample in the DR3 (black
dots), and the sample described in this paper (cyan stars). The
dotted lines denote the mother sample completeness limits. The
SDSS luminosity function of Blanton et al. (2003) is shown with
a black dashed line.
3. 2D Photometric decomposition analysis: model
functions and data reduction
The structural parameters of the CALIFA sample were derived
by applying a 2D photometric decomposition. The use of algo-
rithms fitting the 2D surface-brightness distributions (SBD) of
galaxies has become standard practice in the analysis of galaxy
photometric structures due to the advantages over simple 1D
analysis (see, Byun & Freeman 1995; Erwin 2015). In this paper
we apply the GASP2D code (Méndez-Abreu et al. 2008, 2014).
GASP2D adopts a Leverberg-Marquard algorithm to fit the 2D
SBD of galaxies with a versatile set of model components. This
section presents the analytical functions chosen to describe each
galaxy model as well as our pre-processing of the SDSS images
to be used in the photometric decomposition.
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3.1. Analytical functions for the structural components
The galaxy SBD is assumed to be the sum of multiple photomet-
ric structures depending on its specific morphology. GASP2D
allows the simultaneous fitting of different galaxy structures: nu-
clear point source (NPS), bulge, bar, and disc (including breaks).
Each of these components is built such that its corresponding
isophotes are perfect ellipses centred on (x0, y0) with constant
position angle (PA) and constant ellipticity (ǫ = 1 − q), where
q is the minor-to-major axis ratio of the ellipse. The geomet-
ric parameters (PA, ǫ) are independent for each component. The
isophotal radius r is then given by
r =
[
(−(x − x0) sin PA + (y − y0) cos PA)2+
(−(x − x0) cos PA − (y − y0) sin PA)2/q2
]1/2
. (1)
The SBD of the bulge component is parameterised with a
Sérsic profile (Sérsic 1968), also known as the r1/n law or gener-
alised de Vaucouleurs law.
Ib(rb) = Ie10
−bn
[(
rb
re
) 1
n −1
]
, (2)
where rb is the radius measured in the Cartesian coordinates de-
scribing the reference system of the bulge in the plane of the sky.
re, Ie, and n are the effective (or half-light) radius, the surface
brightness at re, and the Sérsic index describing the curvature
of the SBD, respectively, and bn ≃ 0.868 n − 0.142 (Caon et al.
1993).
The NPS is modelled using a Moffat function mimicking
the point spread function (PSF) of the galaxy image. Several
works have proven the importance of including a NPS to prop-
erly derive the bulge parameters when nuclear stellar clusters
(NSC, Balcells et al. 2007) or active galactic nuclei (AGN,
Benítez et al. 2013) are present. In this paper, the inclusion of a
NPS does not intend to model an extra component (NSC, AGN)
but rather to model an unresolved bulge with a size comparable
to the image PSF. Therefore, the use of a NPS in the modelling
of a galaxy rules out the simultaneous fitting with a bulge com-
ponent (see Sect. 4.3.3 for further details). The NPS parameteri-
sation is given by
INPS(rNPS) = INPS
(
1 +
(
rNPS
α
)2)−β
, (3)
where the parameters α and β define the profile shape and are
related to the full width at half maximum (FHWM) such as
FWHM=2α
√
21/β − 1.
The SBD of a galaxy disc is usually described with an ex-
ponential profile. However, nowadays it is commonly accepted
that galaxy discs can be classified into three general categories
(Erwin et al. 2005; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006): (i) Type I profiles
that follow a single exponential profile along the whole optical
extent of the galaxies, (ii) Type II profiles that present a dou-
ble exponential law with a down-bending beyond the so-called
break radius, and (iii) Type III profiles that exhibit an up-bending
in the outer parts of the discs. To account for these possibilities
we adopt the following parameterisation:
Id(rd) = I0
[
e
−rd
h θ + e
−rbreak (hout−h)
hout h e
−rd
hout (1 − θ)
]
, (4)
where
θ =
{
0 if rd > rbreak
1 if rd < rbreak,
and rd is the radius measured in the Cartesian coordinates de-
scribing the reference system of the disc. I0, h, hout, and rbreak
are the central surface brightness, inner scale-length, outer scale-
length, and break radius of the disc, respectively. A set of more
elaborate functions to describe the break of exponential discs
has been proposed in the literature (e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Erwin
2015). However, we opted for a simpler description in order to
minimise the number of free parameters involved in the fitting
process.
The projected surface density of a three-dimensional Ferrers
ellipsoid (Ferrers 1877, see also Aguerri et al. 2009) is used to
describe the SBD of the bar component;
Ibar(rbar) = I0,bar
1 −
(
rbar
abar
)2
nbar+0.5
; for rbar ≤ abar, (5)
where rbar is the radius measured in the Cartesian coordinates de-
scribing the reference system of the bar. I0,bar, abar, and nbar rep-
resent the central surface brightness, length, and shape parame-
ter of the bar, respectively. Due to the high degree of degeneracy
that the nbar parameter introduces during the fit, we decided to
keep it as a fixed parameter during the fitting process. The de-
fault value used was nbar = 2 (see also Laurikainen et al. 2005).
Two galaxies in the sample appeared to host a nuclear bar after
a careful inspection of the 2D residuals and their SBD was also
fitted using a Ferrers profile.
To derive the photometric parameters of the different struc-
tures present in a given galaxy, we iteratively fit a composite
model made of a suitable combination of the previously de-
scribed stellar components. The actual fitting for each galaxy is
human supervised. This means that the final number of compo-
nents included in the fit is based on the judgement of the code-
user. Usually, at least two different component combinations are
tested for each galaxy before the best solution is found. The deci-
sion is based on the 2D distribution of the intensity residuals and
the 1D surface brightness, ellipticity, and position angle radial
profiles (see Sect. 4). Fig. 3 shows an example of the plots used
to choose the final number of stellar structures in UGC 11228.
Upper panels show the 2D SBD for the galaxy, model, and resid-
uals, and the lower panels represent the 1D radial profiles of the
surface brightness, ellipticity and position angle. In this particu-
lar case, the best fit is achieved using a three-component model
with a bulge, a bar, and a single exponential disc. Fig. 3 clearly
shows that a break exponential profile is not necessary to repro-
duce the SBD of UGC 11228, but the bar is indispensable to
reproduce the bump in the 1D azimuthally averaged ellipticity
and PA profiles.
An exception to the previous human supervised fitting pro-
cedure is the case of featureless early-type galaxies. If a given
galaxy is visually classified as early-type (elliptical or S0/0a) and
other structures such as bars or breaks are not evident in the im-
age, the number of components, that is, whether the galaxy is
fitted with a single Sérsic (elliptical) or a bulge+disc (S0/0a), is
decided through an automatic criteria. More details about this
procedure can be found in Sect. 4.2.
Increasing the level of complexity of the galaxy model, by
including extra components such as lenses, ovals, spiral arms,
or barlenses, might improve the quality of the final fit, and pro-
vide extra information about the galaxy structure. However, it
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Fig. 3: Example of a diagnostic figure used to determine the number of stellar components for each galaxy. The plot represents
the best fit using three components (bulge, bar, and disc) for the r−band image of UGC 11228. Similar plots were created for the
g− and i−band to check for consistency. Top left panel: galaxy image. Top middle panel: best-fitting model of the galaxy image
obtained by adding a bulge, a bar, and a disc component. Top right panel: residual image obtained by subtracting the best-fit model
from the galaxy image. Bottom left panel: ellipse-averaged surface brightness radial profile of the galaxy (black dots) and best-fit
model (cyan solid line). The light contributions of the bulge (dashed red line), disc (dotted blue line), and bar (dotted-dashed green
line) are shown. The upper inset shows a zoom of the surface-brightness data and fit with a logarithmic scale for the distance to
the center of the galaxy. 1D surface brightness residuals (in mag/arcsec2 units) are shown in the bottom sub-panel. Bottom middle
panel: ellipse-averaged radial profile of ellipticity of the galaxy (black dots) and best-fit model (cyan solid line). 1D residuals (in
percentage) are shown in the bottom sub-panel. Bottom right panel: ellipse-averaged radial profile of position angle of the galaxy
(black dots) and best-fit model (cyan solid line). 1D residuals (in percentage) are shown in the bottom sub-panel. The grey shaded
areas in the bottom panels represent the measurement errors derived from the ellipse IRAF task when applied to the galaxy
image.
comes at the cost of greatly increasing the degeneracy on the fi-
nal parameters, making their interpretation difficult. Therefore,
we decided not to include any further structures in our analysis.
3.2. Pre-processing SDSS images
In order to perform the 2D photometric decomposition,
GASP2D needs a series of input files: (1) a sky-subtracted im-
age of the galaxy; (2) a mask created to avoid foreground stars,
background galaxies, and other galactic features departing from
the smooth light distribution of the galaxy; and (3) the radial
profiles of ellipticity, position angle, and surface brightness. To
compute such inputs, we make use of the fully-calibrated g−, r−,
and i−band images from the SDSS-DR7.
3.2.1. SDSS image sky subtraction, masks, and isophotal
analysis
The SDSS-DR7 used in this paper, as well as later SDSS data
releases, provides a measurement of the sky level (usually the
median value of every pixel in a frame of ∼13.51 × 9.83 arcmin2
after a sigma-clipping is applied). This estimate has been proven
inadequate for some studies (Hyde & Bernardi 2009), especially
those focused on the analysis of the faintest parts of disc galaxies
(Pohlen & Trujillo 2006). Since we intend to provide a detailed
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inventory and characterisation of galaxy structures in the CAL-
IFA survey, an improved sky subtraction procedure was needed.
The details of this procedure are explained in a companion pa-
per (Méndez-Abreu et al., submitted). For the sake of clarity we
will briefly describe here its main characteristics. First, we cre-
ated an ad hoc mask for each galaxy frame using both the auto-
matic code SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and a manually-
built mask to include small features that SExtractor might have
missed. Then, we use the ellipse IRAF1 task to obtain the
1D surface-brightness profile using a fixed ellipticity and po-
sition angle matching the outermost disc isophotes. The actual
value of the sky is then computed by averaging the region with
a flat surface brightness at a radius where neither the galaxy nor
other sources are affecting the flux. Finally, this value is sub-
tracted from the corresponding science frame to produce the sky-
subtracted image used in this paper. The distribution of the de-
rived values of the surface brightness of the sky for the images of
the sample galaxies are shown in the top panel of Fig. 4. We find
typical values of 21.8±1.2, 21.1±1.2, and 20.2±1.2 mag/arcsec2
for g−, r−, and i−band, respectively.
The final isophotal profiles used in this study were derived
using the sky-subtracted images. We ran ellipse again allow-
ing the isophotes to change the values of ǫ and PA to follow the
galaxy morphology. The masks created during the sky subtrac-
tion process were used to derive these 1D profiles and in the ac-
tual 2D fit using GASP2D. Examples of the surface brightness,
ǫ, and PA 1D azimuthally averaged profiles are shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. PSF
It is well-known that accurate measurements of the image PSF
are critical for recovery of the structural parameters of the galaxy
central components. In this study this mainly refers to the proper-
ties of bulges and NPSs. Méndez-Abreu et al. (2008) found that
errors of ∼2% in the PSF FWHM can produce variations of up to
10% in the re and n bulge parameters. Similarly, Gadotti (2008)
showed that the structural properties of bulges can be reliably
retrieved provided that re is larger than ∼ 80% of the PSF half
width half maximum (see also Costantin et al., in prep). There-
fore, a careful analysis of the SDSS PSF is needed to perform a
robust photometric decomposition.
We model the SDSS PSF with a Moffat function (see Eq. 3).
This parameterisation of the PSF has been extensively studied in
the literature (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2001a) and provides an accurate
representation of the SDSS PSF. For each galaxy image, a set of
at least five non-saturated stars were fitted with a Moffat function
using the IRAF task imexam. The mean values of the FWHM for
our galaxy sample are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. We
find typical values of 1.2±0.2, 1.1±0.2, and 1.1±0.2 arcsecs for
the g−, r−, and i−band, respectively. GASP2D uses the mea-
sured PSF as kernel to be convolved with the model galaxy im-
age before computing the χ2. This process is repeated in each
iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation process so
that the final best-fit parameters are seeing-corrected.
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
Fig. 4: Top panel: Distribution of the average surface brightness
of the sky subtracted from our galaxy images. Bottom panel:
Distribution of the PSF FWHM in our galaxy images. In both
panels the blue, green, and red histograms represent the g−, r−,
and i−bands, respectively.
4. 2D photometric decomposition analysis:
multi-component fitting
This section describes the main procedures we follow to carry
out the photometric decomposition. We separate our sample into
early-type (127 galaxies) and spiral galaxies (277 galaxies) since
for the former an automatic methodology is used to find the op-
timal number of components to obtain the best fit whereas for
the latter a human supervised approach is used. Table 1 shows
the best fit parameters obtained for some example galaxies cov-
ering different combinations of structural components. The full
version of the table for the entire galaxy sample is available on-
line.
4.1. Multi-wavelength fitting process
The photometric properties of the different stellar structures
were derived independently for the three SDSS bands (g, r, and
i) used in this paper. This means that the structural parameters
are not limited and/or tied between the different band images.
However, in order to avoid discordant results we decided to re-
late the initial conditions required for the fit in the three bands.
In its standard configuration, GASP2D finds the best set of ini-
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Table 1: Structural parameters of the sample galaxies in the r−band
Galaxy NGC0155 NGC0001 NGC0160 UGC00036 NGC7819 NGC0941
µe 22.6± 0.1 19.8± 0.2 20.0±0.1 19.1± 0.3 19.7± 0.2 –
re 28.6± 1.7 4.6± 0.5 6.2±0.5 1.4± 0.3 2.4± 0.3 –
n 5.0± 0.2 2.8± 0.2 2.6±0.1 1.9± 0.3 1.1± 0.1 –
qbulge 0.76± 0.01 0.80± 0.02 0.71±0.02 0.71± 0.05 0.65± 0.04 –
PAbulge 174.1± 0.6 128.2± 3.1 49.5±4.2 24.5± 5.6 88.7± 5.2 –
B/T 1.0 0.46 0.41 0.11 0.12 –
µ0 – 20.7± 0.1 21.55±0.03 19.5± 0.1 22.1± 0.1 20.68± 0.01
h – 14.9± 0.9 47.4±0.9 9.5± 0.4 44.7± 2.5 20.2± 0.4
rbreak – – 48.6±1.0 – 46.9± 4.4 –
hout – – 14.1±0.7 – 12.1± 1.5 –
qdisc – 0.62± 0.01 0.505±0.9 0.45± 0.01 0.53± 0.01 0.84± 0.01
PAdisc – 96.5± 1.1 47.5±0.2 17.9± 0.7 102.0± 0.5 166.0± 0.7
D/T – 0.54 0.59 0.79 0.75 0.996
µ0,bar – – – 20.5± 0.1 22.0± 0.1 –
abar – – – 12.4± 0.3 39.1± 1.2 –
qbar – – – 0.63± 0.01 0.32± 0.01 –
PAbar – – – 134.0± 0.4 59.4± 0.4 –
Bar/T – – – 0.10 0.13 –
µ0,NPS – – – – – 18.2± 0.1
NPS/T – – – – – 0.004
Flag 1,a 1,a 1,a 2,a 2,c 2,c
Notes. Best-fit parameters for a subsample of six galaxies modelled with a different combination of structures. From left to right: single Sérsic,
bulge+disc, bulge+disc (including break), bulge+disc+bar, bulge+disc (including break)+bar, and NPS+disc. Each column represents the best-fit
parameters for a given galaxy. From top to bottom: bulge parameters (effective surface brightness µe, effective radius re, Sérsic index n, axis
ratio qbulge, position angle PAbulge, and bulge-to-total luminosity ratio B/T ), disc parameters (central surface brightness µ0, inner scale length h,
break radius rbreak, outer scale length hout, axis ratio qdisc, position angle PAdisc, and disc-to-total luminosity ratio D/T ), bar parameters (central
surface brightness µ0,bar, bar radius abar, axis ratio qbar, position angle PAbar, and bar-to-total luminosity ratio Bar/T ), NPS parameters (central
surface brightness µ0,NPS and NPS-to-total luminosity ratio NPS/T ), and the visual quality flag explained in Sect. 5.1. Each row shows the best
fitting values of the given parameters and their associated error (see Sect. 5.2). Surface brightness, radii, and position angles are given in units
of mag/arcsec2, arcsec, and degrees measured counterclockwise from North to East, respectively. When a given structure is not present in the
model, its corresponding parameters are left empty. The full version of the table is available on-line. Similar tables are also available for the g−
and i−bands. The parameters in this table have not been corrected for galactic extinction, K-correction, or cosmological dimming.
tial conditions to initialise the non-linear fit in an automatic way.
This procedure is described in Méndez-Abreu et al. (2008) and is
mainly based on the analysis of the 1D radial profiles explained
in Sect. 3.2.1. In this study, the galaxy images in the r−band
(the intermediate wavelength band) were fitted following this
standard procedure with automatic initial conditions or, in some
cases, fine-tuning them after a visual inspection. Once a success-
ful fit is achieved, the best-fit parameters in the r−band were
used as initial conditions for the g− and i−bands. We find that
this strategy generally produces consistent results among differ-
ent bands without constraining the final photometric parameters.
4.2. One-component vs. multi-component fits of early-type
galaxies
The photometric properties of early-type galaxies, encompass-
ing elliptical and lenticular galaxies, have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature (see Kormendy et al. 2009; Aguerri 2012, for
reviews). However, the problem of identifying whether a stellar
disc is present or not in these smooth and featureless galaxies
is still under discussion (Gomes et al. 2016). From a photomet-
ric point of view, elliptical galaxies are stellar systems well de-
scribed by a single Sérsic profile. On the other hand, the simplest
description of a S0 galaxy is a two-component model, that is, a
Sérsic profile describing the SBD of the bulge and a pure ex-
ponential representing the outer disc. It is worth noting that this
definition is purely photometric and, therefore, is not directly re-
lated to the dynamical status of the galaxies (see Emsellem et al.
2011).
From a photometric point of view, advances in the field have
been driven by the application of statistical techniques on model
selection, such as the F-test (see Simard et al. 2011, for a simi-
lar application), the Bayesian inference criterion (BIC; Schwarz
1978), or the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974).
These techniques work by adding a penalisation to the standard
χ2 accounting for the number of free parameters included in the
fit. Thus, these criteria can be applied to determine whether or
not adding an extra component (i.e. an outer disc) would statis-
tically improve the best fit (e.g. Simard et al. 2011; Head et al.
2014). On the other hand, these automatic criteria do not ac-
count for the possibility that, even if a given model is statisti-
cally preferred, its solution might be unphysical. Therefore, to
provide the best mathematical fit with a physical meaning, some
authors have proposed the use of a ‘logical filter’ (Allen et al.
2006). In Méndez-Abreu et al. (submitted) we combined the two
aforementioned approaches to assess the appropriateness of dif-
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Table 2: Schematic of the sample selection process of early-type
galaxies
CALIFA VISUAL L. Filter L. Filter + ∆BIC FINAL
(1) (2) (3) (4)
85 E 35 E 35 E
50 S0 30 B/BD20 S0 41 E
42 S0 6 E 6 E 36 B/BD
36 S0 6 B/BD 50 S030 S0
Notes. E-Elliptical, S0-Lenticular, B/BD-Elliptical or Lenticular. (1)
Number of galaxies using the CALIFA visual classification; (2) number
of galaxies after the logical filtering (L. Filter); (3) number of galaxies
after the logical filtering and BIC classification; (4) final classification
used in this study.
ferent model decompositions and decide when a complex model,
bulge+disc, is preferred over a single Sérsic profile. The main
features of the logical filter consist of classifying as ellipticals
those galaxies where two-component models produce either: i)
a large B/T (B/T >0.9), ii) a large re (re > 1.676 × h), iii) an
even number (0 or 2) of crossing points between the surface-
brightness distribution of the disc and the bulge, or iv) the previ-
ous crossing point happening before one effective radius of the
disc (rcross < 1.676 × h). Note that galaxies hosting stellar bars
are relatively easy to identify. Since bars can be used to detect
the presence of stellar discs (Méndez-Abreu et al. 2010, 2012),
they are directly classified as S0 without the need to satisfy either
the logical filtering or BIC criteria.
We therefore applied the two-step process described in
Méndez-Abreu et al. (submitted) to our sample of 127 early type
galaxies. Table 2 shows the outcome of our analysis. Galaxies
were first divided into ellipticals and S0 based on the outcome of
the logical filter. Then, for those galaxies where the two models
are compatible, the BIC analysis is performed to discern whether
there is statistical evidence against one of the models or not. Still,
some galaxies remain with unclear classification, equally com-
patible with being a single Sérsic or a two-component galaxy.
This last sample is labelled in the tables as B/BD morphology
and highlights the intrinsic difficulties of separating ellipticals
from S0 galaxies using photometric data. The best-fit obtained
from both the single Sérsic and the bulge+disc is provided for
these galaxies to allow the users to decide which decomposi-
tion is more suitable for their science case. We end up with a fi-
nal sample of 41 ellipticals, 50 lenticulars, and 36 galaxies with
B/BD morphology.
4.3. Multi-component analysis of spiral galaxies
The final decomposition of our CALIFA sample of spiral galax-
ies was done using a human-supervised approach fitting up to
three components: bulge/NPS, disc (including break), and bar.
For each galaxy, a given combination of these structures pro-
vides the best fit.
Small bulges with sizes comparable to the SDSS PSF can
lead to erroneous fits, usually producing extreme values of the
Sérsic index (n > 7). Although one of our goals is to produce re-
liable estimates of the bulge parameters, high values of n might
also have a significant impact on other components’ parameters.
Therefore, we also fit these galaxies using a NPS instead of the
Sérsic parameterisation for the bulge. A visual inspection of the
2D residual is then used to determine which component is pre-
ferred. As a consequence, a bulge and a NPS would never be fit-
ted simultaneously in the same galaxy, and galaxies better repre-
sented by a NPS should not be understood as necessarily hosting
a nuclear star cluster or AGN. GASP2D also allows for differ-
ent behaviours of the outer disc component (exponential profile,
type I; and broken profiles, type II and type III). Our CALIFA
sample was fitted using 13 different combinations of the pre-
vious structures (see Table 3). This demonstrates the morpho-
logical variety of our galaxies and the necessity of performing
accurate multi-component photometric decompositions.
In Sect 4.2 we described the particular case of fitting early-
type galaxies. The detection of stellar discs in spiral galaxies
is more direct than for early-type galaxies due to the presence
of star formation following the characteristic spiral pattern. The
strategy followed to perform the photometric decomposition of a
spiral galaxy starts with a two-component bulge+disc fit. Right
after, or from the start if its presence is readily apparent in the
galaxy image, we check for the addition of a bar component (see
Sect 4.3.1). If the bar is not obvious in the galaxy image, both the
bulge+disc and bulge+disc+bar fittings are performed. Then, a
careful visual analysis of the 2D SBD residual, as well of the 1D
ellipticity and PA profiles (see Aguerri et al. 2009 for a descrip-
tion of bar identification through the galaxy ellipticity and PA)
is carried out to reveal whether a bar is actually present or not.
It is worth noting that the detection of bars is limited to those
central structures with an axis ratio qbar < 0.7. The next step is
to check for the presence of broken discs and, if the following
conditions are fulfilled, include them in the fit: i) after a careful
revision of the 2D SBD residual we confirm potential breaks are
not misidentified with spiral arms and/or outer rings, and ii) they
appear at a SB level µi < 24 mag/arcsec2 so they can be robustly
measured with the SDSS imaging (see Sect. 5.2.1).
The different combinations of structures used in our final
galaxy sample are shown in Table 3. In the following sections
we will describe the incidence of the different galaxy structures
in the CALIFA sample.
4.3.1. Barred galaxies
The inclusion of the bar SBD in the photometric decomposition
has been proven to be critical in order to recover accurate bulge
parameters (e.g. Aguerri et al. 2005; Laurikainen et al. 2005).
Several studies have shown that both the Sérsic index and the
B/T ratio can artificially increase if the bar is not properly ac-
counted for in the fit (Gadotti 2008; Salo et al. 2015).
It is worth noting that the inclusion of a stellar bar in our pho-
tometric decomposition is independent of the visual morpholog-
ical classification (see Walcher et al. 2014, for details). There-
fore, we can quantify the impact of different bar classification
methods on studies of the galaxy bar fraction. Fig. 5 shows the
distribution of the bar fraction using either the visual classifica-
tion or the photometric decomposition method with respect to
the galaxy Hubble type and stellar mass. In addition, we have
included the volume corrected bar fractions for the photometric
decomposition method applied to those galaxies extracted from
the CALIFA mother sample (see Sect. 2). A summary of the re-
sult is presented in Table 4. In general, we find a good agreement
in the observed bar fractions obtained using the visual and pho-
tometric decomposition method. The uncertainty in the visual
identification of a bar is enough to account for the differences
with respect to the photometric decompositions for all cases ex-
cept for the galaxies classified as S0 and Sd. In the case of the
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Fig. 5: Distribution of the bar fraction as a function of the Hubble type (left panel) and stellar mass (right panel). Colour bars
represent the photometric bar fraction derived from this study. Lines with darker colours show the 1σ error. Blue stars show the
volume corrected bar fractions using only those galaxies drawn from the mother sample and with luminosities within the CALIFA
completeness limits (285 galaxies). The black lines represent the visual classification from Walcher et al. (2014) with the upper
limits including both weak (AB) and strong (B) bars and the lower limit accounting only for strong bars. Note that since the
Walcher et al. (2014) Hubble type and bar identification are the average among different independent classifications, some ellipticals
were classified as weakly barred. Bins with less than five galaxies are not shown.
Table 3: Different combinations of structures present in the pho-
tometric decomposition of our sample galaxies
Structure Number
(1) (2)
B 43
D 6
BD 74
ND 12
BDbr 67
Dbr 4
BDBar 88
DBar 7
NDBar 10
BDbrBar 47
DbrBar 3
NDbrBar 5
BDBarNBar 2
B/BD 36
Notes. (1) Type of structure: B - single Sérsic, D - pure disc, BD
- bulge+disc, ND - nuclear point source+disc, BDbr - bulge+disc
with break, Dbr - pure disc with break, BDBar - bulge+disc+bar,
DBar - disc+bar, NDBar - nuclear point source+disc+bar, BDbrBar
- bulge+disc with break+bar, DbrBar - disc with break+bar,
NDbrBar - nuclear point source+disc with break+bar, BDBarNBar -
bulge+disc+bar+nuclear bar, B/BD - either single Sérsic or bulge+disc;
(2) number of galaxies.
S0, not only the presence of a bar but also the morphological
classification as S0 itself depends on the method (see Sect. 4.2).
We attribute the differences in the Sd galaxies to the small num-
Table 4: Volume corrected bar fraction distributions in our
galaxy sample
Hubble Type Bar fraction
S0 68.7%±7.2%
Sa 45.5%±15.5%
Sb 60.3%±4.7%
Sc 18.2%±7.8%
Sd –
Stellar Mass Bar fraction
9 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 9.5 –
9.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10 74.6%±6.4%
10 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10.5 46.4%±8.6%
10.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11 72.0%±8.0%
11 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.5 25.1%±22.1%
ber statistics (only 24 galaxies are Sd). The volume corrected
fractions can deviate substantially from the estimates from the
photometric decomposition method.
The influence of galaxy morphology on the bar fraction has
been extensively discussed in the literature with contradictory re-
sults. Several authors have claimed that the bar fraction increases
towards early-type galaxies (Masters et al. 2011, 2012; Lee et al.
2012) with this trend being consistent with some models of bar
formation and evolution (Athanassoula et al. 2013). Neverthe-
less, other studies have found the opposite trend with Hubble
type (Laurikainen et al. 2007; Barazza et al. 2008; Aguerri et al.
2009; Buta et al. 2015). Our volume-corrected bar fraction is rel-
atively constant for early-types (S0, Sa, and Sb) but it dramati-
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cally drops for Sc galaxies. Unfortunately, small number statis-
tics for the Sd type preclude further analysis of that bin, so we
cannot confirm the drop in the bar fraction for all late-type galax-
ies. We find a mean value for the volume-corrected bar fraction
of 57%. This number is similar to that obtained using the ob-
served sample (54%) and the visual classification (51%). Re-
cently, Buta et al. (2015) found a lower bar fraction in early-type
galaxies (∼ 56%) than in late-type galaxies (80%) using a vi-
sual classification of the S4G galaxy sample (Sheth et al. 2010).
They suggested that the different mass distribution of galaxies
with both early- and late-type morphologies could, however, be
driving this result.
In fact, the previous, apparently contradictory results can
be reconciled when the galaxy stellar mass is accounted for in
the sample selection (Nair & Abraham 2010). The incidence of
bars in galaxy discs is a strong function of stellar mass with a
maximum bar fraction at M⋆ ∼ 2 × 109M⊙ for field galaxies
(Méndez-Abreu et al. 2010, 2012). The volume corrected frac-
tions show an increase of the bar fraction towards lower stel-
lar masses. This trend is in good agreement with the results of
Méndez-Abreu et al. (2012) although the CALIFA sample is not
complete at M⋆ ∼ 109M⊙ where the bar incidence is predicted
to be highest. The observed bar fraction shows a different pic-
ture, being nearly independent of stellar mass within the errors
for both the visual and photometric decomposition method.
An interesting sub-sample of barred systems contains nested
bars, that is, galaxies hosting both a large-scale bar (de-
scribed previously) and an inner, secondary bar embedded
in the main one (Erwin & Sparke 2002; Corsini et al. 2007;
de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. 2012, 2013). Whilst they are not the
main focus of this paper, they are thought to be present in ∼30%
of barred galaxies (Laine et al. 2002; Erwin 2004) and might
have an impact on the bulge parameters (de Lorenzo-Cáceres et
al. in prep). Therefore, when necessary we included a secondary
bar (using another Ferrers profile) in our photometric decompo-
sition. We found only two galaxies with nested bars; NGC 0023
and NGC 7716, which represent a much lower fraction (1.5%)
with respect to previous findings. Angular resolution likely ex-
plains these differences. The sample presented in Erwin (2004)
is located at an average distance of 29 Mpc (0.144 kpc/arcsec),
with some of the inner bars detected by using imaging from
the Hubble Space Telescope Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
(HST/WFPC2) with a typical 0.07 arcsec resolution. On the
other hand, our sample of barred galaxies is located at 72 Mpc
(0.346 kpc/arcsec) limited to the ∼ 1.1 arcsec SDSS resolution.
Thus, in our sample a low double bar fraction is expected.
4.3.2. Breaks in disc galaxies
Galactic discs with non-purely exponential profiles represent
an important fraction of the discs in the Local Universe and
are known to appear in galaxies independently of their Hubble
type (e.g. Erwin et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Marino et al.
2016). The ubiquity of stellar discs with broken profiles is man-
ifest even at high redshift (Pérez 2004; Trujillo & Pohlen 2005;
Azzollini et al. 2008), suggesting that they are key features in
understanding how galaxies form and evolve.
From the photometric decomposition point of view, broken
profiles have an impact on the properties of the remaining com-
ponents included in the fit. Therefore, a complete and robust
analysis of the photometric properties of galaxies must include
the possibility of disc galaxies displaying broken profiles. Previ-
ous studies of the light distribution in the galaxy outskirts have
mainly been based on the analysis of 1D azimuthally averaged
Table 5: Volume corrected disc type distributions in our galaxy
sample
Hubble Type Type I Type II Type III
S0 52.8% 32.1% 15.1%
Sa 80.8% 10.3% 8.9%
Sb 61.7% 27.3% 11.0%
Sc 39.6% 47.7% 12.7%
Sd – – –
Stellar Mass Type I Type II Type III
9 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 9.5 – – –
9.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10 77.7% 21.7% 0.6%
10 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10.5 60.1% 33.1% 6.7%
10.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11 48.0% 31.8% 20.2%
11 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.5 90.6% 6.6% 2.8%
Barredness Bar fraction
Bar 71.2% 24.8% 3.9%
No Bar 50.8% 31.6% 17.7%
profiles, and thus are not representative of the two-dimensional
nature of the problem of galaxies. GASP2D is able to perform
a multi-component decomposition of the galactic light includ-
ing broken profiles and this work is a pioneering study on the
incidence of broken profiles in disc galaxies based on the 2D
approach.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the different disc profiles
as a function of the Hubble type, stellar mass, and presence of a
bar. We find that 62%, 28%, and 10% of our volume corrected
disc sample is best represented with a Type I, Type II, and Type
III, respectively. This represents a significantly lower fraction
of broken discs when compared to 1D analyses present in ei-
ther the literature (e.g. Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Laine et al. 2014)
or the CALIFA sample (Marino et al. 2016). In Ruiz-Lara et al.
(in prep.) we performed a detailed analysis to understand these
differences and concluded that the discrepancy is mainly caused
by our new 2D approach instead of due to selection effects in
the galaxy samples. In general, multi-component 2D decompo-
sitions such as the one performed in this paper build the galaxy
model as a combination of different galaxy structures that con-
tribute differently to the total luminosity depending on the galac-
tocentric radius. This is important in regions with a high over-
lap of structures such as the area where the bulge, disc, and
bar coexist. On the contrary, most of the previous studies using
1D profiles used pre-defined regions of the surface-brightness
profile where a single exponential is fitted, without taking into
account any superposition with other galaxy components (see
Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2013 for an estimation of errors associ-
ated to the pre-defined disc regions). This different methodology
leads to a higher fraction of broken profiles in 1D analysis (in
particular Type II), since it is straightforward to accommodate
piecewise exponentials to different sections of the profile, but it
is not straightforward to associate these piecewise exponentials
with an actual change in disc structure. At the same time, Type
III breaks usually occur at lower surface brightness than Type II
(Pohlen & Trujillo 2006) so they are intrinsically more difficult
to identify. In 2D multi-component analysis the addition of this
new structure (i.e. two new free parameters rbreak and hout) is not
always justified in statistical terms (see Sect. 5.2.1), whereas 1D
analysis methods can easily deal with fitting a pre-defined region
even if at low SB.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of the three different disc profiles used in this study with Hubble type (left panel), stellar mass (middle panel),
and presence of a bar (right panel). Colour bars represent our observed fractions for Type I (grey), Type II (blue), and Type III
(green). Lines with darker colours show the volume-corrected fractions. Bins with less than five galaxies are not represented.
Fig. 7: Distribution of the B/T ratio with Hubble type (left panel) and stellar mass (right panel). Colour bars represent the mean
values of B/T for the observed distributions. Lines with darker colours show the 1σ error. Blue stars show the volume weighted
mean values of the B/T ratios with its corresponding 1σ errors. Elliptical galaxies have been excluded from the distribution in the
right panel. Bins with less than five galaxies are not represented.
The differences of this work with respect to previous stud-
ies lie not only in the different techniques (1D vs. 2D), but
also in the different samples under analysis. The sample anal-
ysed in Pohlen & Trujillo (2006) consists of 94 late-type spi-
ral galaxies (11% Type I, 66 % Type II, and 33% Type III)
whereas Erwin et al. (2008) and Gutiérrez et al. (2011) analysed
66 barred (27% of Type I, 42% Type II, and 24% Type III) and 47
unbarred (28% of Type I, 21% Type II, and 51% Type III) early-
type galaxies, respectively. Figure 6 shows that, according to our
2D approach, the fraction of Type I profiles decreases with later
Hubble types whereas the fraction of Type II profiles increases
(with the exception of Sd galaxies) in agreement with previous
findings using 1D analyses (although with different fractions).
For Type III profiles we find that the fraction of galaxies dis-
playing this profile remains constant with Hubble type. No sig-
nificant trends are found in terms of the stellar mass or the pres-
ence of a bar in agreement with Marino et al. (2016). A summary
of our results is shown in Table 5.
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Table 6: Volume corrected B/T distributions in our galaxy sam-
ple
Hubble Type 〈B/T 〉
S0 0.33±0.16
Sa 0.24±0.17
Sb 0.12±0.11
Sc 0.05±0.09
Sd 0.02±0.05
Stellar Mass 〈B/T 〉
9 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 9.5 0.05±0.13
9.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10 0.05±0.09
10 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10.5 0.15±0.14
10.5 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11 0.22±0.13
11 < log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11.5 0.29±0.13
4.3.3. NPS and pure disc galaxies
There is compelling evidence that low B/T and pure disc galax-
ies are common in the Local Universe, especially in low-mass or
late-type galaxies (Böker et al. 2002; Salo et al. 2015). Recent
works using large galaxy samples drawn from the SDSS sur-
vey have found that 15%–20% of disc galaxies out to z ∼ 0.03
appear as pure discs (Kautsch et al. 2006; Barazza et al. 2008;
Kautsch 2009). The high observational incidence of both pure
discs and low B/T galaxies in the Local Universe is challeng-
ing for cosmological galaxy formation simulations to reproduce
(Abadi et al. 2003; Governato et al. 2004; Peebles & Nusser
2010) and only recently, galaxies with realistic B/T distribu-
tions have been obtained (see Brooks & Christensen 2016, for
a review).
Figure 7 shows the distribution of B/T as a function of the
Hubble type and galaxy mass. The relative size of the bulge with
respect to the galaxy is one of the primary features that distin-
guishes different Hubble types, therefore the drop of B/T from
early- to late-type galaxies is not surprising. Our result is also
quantitatively in agreement with previous works in the litera-
ture. Laurikainen et al. (2010) found a decline in the mean B/T
values from 0.32 to 0.07 for S0 and Sd galaxies, respectively.
Similar values were more recently obtained by Salo et al. (2015)
and are consistent with our volume-corrected measurements of
0.33 and 0.02 for S0 and Sd galaxies, respectively (see Table 6
for a summary of the B/T values). We also find a clear trend
of the B/T ratio increasing with the galaxy stellar mass for the
volume-corrected sample (right panel on Fig. 7). Nonetheless,
these two relations are not completely independent since, in our
sample, later Hubble types are systematically less massive than
early-types (see Fig. 8). This trend between the Hubble type and
stellar mass holds for the observed, but also for the volume cor-
rected quantities, and has already been found in the literature
(Huertas-Company et al. 2011; Torres-Papaqui et al. 2012).
We find that 24% and 76% of our volume-corrected disc
galaxies have B/T > 0.2 and B/T < 0.2, respectively. The rela-
tive fraction of galaxies with different B/T imposes strong con-
straints on the galaxy evolution scenarios. Weinzirl et al. (2009)
found that 34% and 66% of their high-mass (log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10)
spiral sample had B/T > 0.2 and B/T < 0.2, respectively. Lim-
iting our sample to this mass limit we find 36% and 64% of our
volume-corrected disc galaxies have B/T > 0.2 and B/T < 0.2,
respectively, in remarkably good agreement with their results.
Figure 9 shows the fraction of the final decomposition mod-
els used to represent our galaxy sample as a function of the stel-
Fig. 8: Distribution of galaxy stellar mass with Hubble type for
our galaxy sample. Colour points and bars represent the mean
values and 1σ error of stellar mass for the observed distributions.
Blue stars show the volume-weighted mean values of the mass
with its corresponding 1σ errors.
lar mass. Here we focus on the incidence of bulge components in
the photometric decomposition, and therefore we group together
all possible model combinations (see Table 1) in five groups de-
pending only on their central component, and neglecting other
structures such as broken discs or bars: i) galaxies well repre-
sented by a single Sérsic model (42 ellipticals), ii) bulge+disc
galaxies with B/T > 0.2 (91 galaxies), iii) bulge+disc galax-
ies with B/T < 0.2 (184 galaxies), iv) galaxies with no bulge
and pure disc (22 galaxies), and v) galaxies with a NPS+disc
(27 galaxies). Figure 9 shows a clear segregation of galaxy types
depending on their stellar mass. The fraction of single Sérsic
(i.e. ellipticals) and bulge+disc with B/T > 0.2 galaxies steadily
increase with galaxy mass. Indeed they are the dominant pop-
ulation of galaxies with M⋆ > 1011M⊙. On the other hand,
bulge+disc with B/T < 0.2 galaxies are the preponderant galaxy
population in the mass range 109.5 < M⋆/M⊙ < 1011, whilst
galaxies with negligible bulges, both pure disc and NPS+disc
models, prevail at low masses M⋆ < 109M⊙.
5. Quality assessment and uncertainties in the
photometric decomposition
Determining the uncertainties in the photometric parameters in
multi-component decompositions such as the one presented in
this paper is a complicated task. In this Section, we describe our
attempts to provide meaningful uncertainties for the different pa-
rameters using three different approaches: a visual quality con-
trol analysis, a quantitative error measurement based on mock
galaxies, and a comparison with previous works in the literature.
5.1. Visual quality check of the fits
The galaxy sample analysed in this paper was drawn from the
CALIFA DR3 sample by applying two main criteria: i) they
are not interacting or merging and ii) they are relatively face-
on (i . 70). However, there could still be issues related to either
the original SDSS imaging, the presence of strong extra compo-
nents not included in the fit (spiral arms or rings), or difficulties
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Fig. 9: Fraction of the final models used in the photometric decomposition as a function of stellar mass. Red circles represent single
Sérsic models (B). Orange stars show models composed of a bulge+disc (BD) with B/T > 0.2. Green diamonds display models
composed of a bulge+disc with with B/T < 0.2. Navy blue squares show models with no bulge but pure disc (D). Blue triangles
represent models with a NPS+disc (NPSD). The five different combination of structures include broken profiles and/or bars. The
number of galaxies in each bin is also shown.
inherent to the fitting process that can compromise the quality of
the final decomposition. In order to assess the reliability of the
fits, and to quantify the incidence of these issues in our galaxy
sample, we carried out a visual check of each individual fit as-
signing a ‘quality flag’ that is provided in the tables together with
the results of the decompositions.
The quality flag is defined as a number (1, 2, 3, or 4) followed
by a letter (a, b, or c). Different numbers correspond to galaxies
with (1) both good imaging and no other strong extra galaxy
components affecting the fit, (2) good imaging but strong extra
components that might influence the final fit, (3) poor imaging
but no strong extra components affecting the final fit, and (4)
poor imaging and strong extra components affecting the final fit.
We refer to problems with the original imaging as those due to
the presence of other bright galaxies whose stellar haloes overlap
with our galaxy, and/or strong fluctuations of the local sky back-
ground around the galaxy. The different letters are related to the
fitting process. Due to the highly degenerate parameter space we
are dealing with (some fits include up to 17 free parameters), in
some cases it was not possible to achieve a reasonable fit with-
out fixing some parameters to a value given by our 1D analysis.
We assigned the letter a to fits where all the parameters are free
to vary during the fitting process. If only geometrical parameters
such as PA or ǫ are kept fixed then we assigned a b, and when-
ever we also needed to fix size-related quantities we considered
them as a c. This quality check classification scheme for each
galaxy was performed by at least two reviewers. In the case of
disagreement, another reviewer checked the quality flag and pro-
vided the final classification. The number of galaxies with each
particular flag is shown in Table 7.
Only ∼6% of the images were classified as poor quality and
∼ 14% present strong extra components that might significantly
affect the fit. On the other hand,∼58% of the fits were performed
allowing all the parameters to vary during the fit. This highlights
the high level of convergency in our fits since ∼73% of our mod-
els require the constraint of > 10 parameters. Regarding those
fits with fixed quantities, only 5% of the fits required the ellip-
ticities or PA of any of the components to be fixed to the values
obtained from the 1D radial profiles. However, ∼37% of the fits
have been performed fixing a size-related quantity of the model.
We find that in approximately half of these cases the fixed pa-
rameter was the break radius of the disc in the Type II and Type
III profiles. As explained in Sect.4.3.2, constraining the param-
eters of disc breaks in a multi-component decomposition is not
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Table 7: Results from the visual quality check of the photometric
decompositions.
Flag number Flag letter Number
(1) (2) (3)
a 190
1 b 14
c 122
a 22
2 b 5
c 26
a 13
3 b 0
c 10
a 1
4 b 0
c 1
Notes. (1) Different numbers represent galaxies with both good imag-
ing and no other strong extra components (spiral arms or rings) affecting
the fit (flag 1), good imaging but strong extra components that can influ-
ence the final fit (flag 2), poor imaging but no strong extra components
affecting the final fit (flag 3) and poor imaging and strong extra compo-
nents (flag 4); (2) Different letters represent whether or not: (a) all the
parameters are allowed to vary during the fitting process, (b) only geo-
metrical parameters such as PA or ǫ are kept fixed, and (c) size-related
quantities are also fixed.
straightforward, but it is the only way to consistently compare
with the other galaxy structures. It is worth noticing that the fix-
ing of the break radius does not affect our classification nor the
results shown in Sect.4.3.2.
5.2. Statistical errors based on mock galaxy simulations
The formal errors obtained from the minimisation procedure are
usually not representative of the real errors on the fitted param-
eters (Méndez-Abreu et al. 2008). This is mainly because pos-
sible covariance terms are neglected in the error computation
process. Therefore, to provide our structural parameters with a
robust error estimate we carry out different tests applying Monte
Carlo techniques to mock galaxies. This procedure allows us to
improve both the accuracy of our error estimates, avoiding the
otherwise necessary exploration of the full parameter space to
account for the parameters’ covariance, and to determine the ob-
servational limits of our photometric decomposition.
We devised a set of tailor-made simulations for each combi-
nation of structures fitted to our sample galaxies (see Table 3).
For each set, we simulate 500 mock galaxies with structural pa-
rameters constrained within the limits of our real galaxy sample.
For the sake of simplicity we assumed the i−band parameters
as representative of our galaxies. Altogether we have created
7000 mock galaxies that are built in the following way. First,
the total apparent magnitude of the galaxy is randomly selected
within the observed range mi = [11,14]. Then, the values of the
relative luminosity ratios of the bulge (B/T ), disc (D/T ), bar
(Bar/T ), and NPS (NPS/T ) are set according to the observed
values for each combination of structures. The distribution of
the luminosity ratios also matches that of the real galaxies, and
a given luminosity is associated to each structure. The interval
ranges for the size and shape parameters for each structure cov-
ered by our simulations are: re = [0.9′′,14′′], n = [0.5,5], h =
[4′′,25′′], rbreak = [16′′,50′′], hout = [4′′,25′′], rbar = [5′′,30′′].
Once the mock galaxy structure is defined, the values of the sur-
face brightness for the bulge (µe), disc (µ0), bar (µ0,bar), and NPS
(µ0,NPS) are derived using the equations to compute the total lu-
minosity for each analytical representation of the galaxy struc-
ture. Finally, the axis ratio of the bulge (qbulge), disc (qdisc) and
bar (qbar) components as well as the value of the position angle
of the bulge (PAbulge), disc (PAdisc) and bar (PAbar) are gener-
ated from a random uniform distribution, where no constraints
are adopted. In the particular case of the double barred galaxies
the typical values for the mock galaxy generation were obtained
from de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. (in prep).
Mock galaxies are placed at a distance of 67 Mpc that corre-
sponds to the median value of our real sample. The galaxy mod-
els are then convolved with the mean PSF of the i−band SDSS
images (see Sect. 3.3) to reproduce the typical spatial resolu-
tion. In addition, we adopt the pixel scale (0.396 arcsec/px), and
the typical values of the CCD gain (4.86 e−/ADU) and read-out
noise (5.76 e−) to mimic the instrumental setup of the SDSS data.
Finally, a background and photon noise are added to the artificial
images to yield a signal-to-noise ratio to match the observed one.
The mock galaxies are then fitted using GASP2D as if they
were real galaxies. The comparison between the input and out-
put values of the fitted parameters is used to compute the errors.
Mock galaxies were split into three different bins of magnitude
(11 < mi < 12, 12 < mi < 13, 13 < mi < 14). In each bin,
the mean and the standard deviation of the relative errors are
adopted as the systematic and statistical errors for the observed
galaxies for the parameters (µe, re, n, µ0, h, hout, rbreak, µ0,bar, abar,
µ0,NPS), whereas the mean and standard deviation of the absolute
errors are adopted as the systematic and statistical errors for the
observed galaxies for the set (qbulge, PAbulge, qdisc, PAdisc, qbar,
PAbar). Since the systematic errors are generally smaller than the
statistical errors they were added in quadrature. Errors are then
assigned to each galaxy depending on its apparent magnitude.
The final errors for each parameter are included in Table 1.
5.2.1. Limitations to the measurement of breaks in disc
galaxies
The mock galaxy simulations described in the previous section
also allow us to quantify the limitations for a robust measure-
ment of disc breaks. To this end, we combined the six sets of sim-
ulations involving the presence of a broken disc independently of
the presence of other components (see Table 3). The final sample
includes 3000 mock galaxies. Fig. 10 shows the relative error in
the measurement of the break radius as a function of the surface
brightness where the break occurs. It is worth noting that both
Type II and Type III profiles are represented in the simulations
and they are shown with grey and blue circles, respectively. We
find that disc breaks can be robustly measured up to a SB of 24
mag/arcsec2 (within a σ ∼ 3%). However, beyond this limit the
determination of the break radius is more uncertain becoming
completely undefined for µbreak > 25 mag/arcsec2. These simu-
lations demonstrate the limits of the SDSS imaging in accurately
measuring breaks in disc galaxies.
5.3. Comparison with previous CALIFA data
A simple approach to understanding the structure of galaxies
is the growth curve analysis. Walcher et al. (2014) analysed the
CALIFA mother sample using this methodology on SDSS-DR7
images. They derived reliable values of the total magnitude, half-
light major axis, axis ratios, and position angles of the CALIFA
galaxies. These measurements have been used in several works
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Fig. 10: Relative percentage error in the measurement of the
break radius ((rbreak,in − rbreak,out)/rbreak,in) as a function of the
surface brightness at rbreak. The individual points represent all
the mock galaxies with a broken disc independently of the pres-
ence of other components. Type II and Type III disc profiles are
shown with grey and blue circles, respectively. The thick lines
enclose 90% of the galaxies.
within the CALIFA collaboration and therefore it is instructive
to compare them with the results of this paper.
Since growth curve analysis does not separate different struc-
tural components but considers the galaxy a single entity, a
meaningful comparison can only be achieved for our galaxies
classified as single Sérsic models (B). Fig. 11 shows the values
of the effective radius (re), axis ratio (q) and position angle (PA)
obtained through the growth curve and photometric decomposi-
tion analysis. Different methods show very good agreement in
terms of the geometrical parameters, with no systematic varia-
tions and an absolute scatter of 0.03 and 4 degrees in q and PA,
respectively. On the contrary, the values of re do show a system-
atic offset, with shorter values measured using the growth curve
analysis. This result is expected since the Sérsic parameterisation
assumes the galaxy model is extended to infinity, and therefore
part of the galaxy light is still present in the outer and low sur-
face brightness wings of the profile. In Fig. 11 we have labelled
those galaxies with a Sérsic index n > 5.5 in red. We show how
the larger deviations actually appear in these galaxies where the
profile wings are more prominent. The relative scatter between
the two methods is ∼20%.
5.4. Comparison with the literature
Given the human-supervised nature of the photometric decom-
positions presented here, the choice of the number of compo-
nents included in the fit is a relevant source of uncertainty which
is difficult to account for. Two-component (bulge+disc) models
are the usual approach to deal with large datasets in an automatic
way. In these cases the error bars associated with certain param-
eters might be excessively large due to the absence of critical
structures such as bars (e.g. Gadotti 2008). Best suited multi-
component fits alleviate this problem but introduce the human
factor. In this section we present a comparison of our results
against two recent works comprising large datasets: Simard et al.
(2011), who apply an automatic up-to-two-component fitting
procedure to the SDSS-DR7, and Salo et al. (2015), who per-
Fig. 11: Comparison of our photometric decomposition r-band
estimated parameters (labelled as Sérsic) with those obtained
from the growth curves (labelled as GC) in Walcher et al. (2014).
Only those galaxies fitted with a single Sérsic profile have been
used in this comparison. From top to bottom, panels show the
galaxy effective radius, axis ratio, and position angle, respec-
tively. Red points in the upper panel represent galaxies fitted with
a single Sérsic with n > 5.5.
form human-supervised multi-component fits of the whole S4G
sample (Sheth et al. 2010). The main results are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
Simard et al. (2011) analyse the g- and r-band images of over
a million galaxies retrieved from the SDSS-DR7. They apply the
GIM2D code (Simard 1998) to perform automatic one- (single
Sérsic) and two-component (bulge+disc) decompositions of the
whole sample, by using the information from the two bands si-
multaneously. In Fig. 12 we plot some relevant bulge/elliptical
and disc parameters as obtained from both their approach and
our multi-component fitting procedure in r-band. The number
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Fig. 12: Comparison of our r-band estimated parameters
with those from the GIM2D photometric decompositions from
Simard et al. (2011). Top and middle panels show bulge Sér-
sic index and effective radius respectively. Parameters from the
one- and two-component fits for the early-type galaxies with
B/BD morphology are linked with solid red lines. The bottom
panel compares the disc scale lengths. Inner and outer disc
scale lengths are distinguished in the case of breaks as blue
and red dots, respectively, and linked with a solid black line.
Simard et al. (2011) do not take into account breaks in their anal-
ysis.
of components is consistently taken into account, so the galaxies
that we classify as ellipticals (see Section 4.2) are compared with
the one-component fit from Simard et al. (2011). Otherwise, the
bulge+disc decomposition is considered. Both options are plot-
ted for the cases with B/BD morphologies (see Section 4.2).
It is worth noting that Simard et al. (2011) also provide two-
component fits in which the Sérsic index is fixed to n = 4. Those
fits are not used in this comparison.
There are 25 galaxies in common between our sample and
Simard et al. (2011). Galactic location on the sky explains the
low number of common galaxies, as many CALIFA galaxies be-
long to sky regions not included in the SDSS Legacy Survey used
by Simard et al. (2011). The large dispersion shown in the plots
is expected as Simard et al. (2011) do not include other relevant
structures such as bars, inner discs, or main disc truncations in
their fits. In general, the bulge parameters (n and re) measured
by Simard et al. (2011) tend to be larger than those from this
work, as their bulges need to account for other central structures
as well.
The S4G sample consists of 2352 galaxies observed with the
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) in the near-infrared 3.6
and 4.5µm bands. GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) multi-component
photometric decompositions for all the 3.6 µm images are pre-
sented in Salo et al. (2015). The strategy followed in their anal-
ysis is analogous to the one shown in this paper. There are
notwithstanding some important differences that are worth point-
ing out. First, Salo et al. (2015) do not use truncated discs in their
models; instead only single exponential discs are fitted. If there
are clear differences between the inner and outer disc regions,
they include an extra component that it is added up to the oth-
ers. This component is tagged as a disc but can have a Ferrers
or Sérsic profile if that better resembles the image. S4G galax-
ies can therefore be classified as having multiple disc structures
when only one is actually present. In other cases however, the
galaxy can have two actual discs (e.g. the usual disc plus an in-
ner disc). Secondly, for very inclined galaxies, Salo et al. (2015)
fit three-dimensional discs. Whereas the usual exponential disc
is considered infinitesimally thin, they include ‘edgediscs’ with
vertical extension for those galaxies with q . 0.2. Since we ap-
ply a threshold in inclination, none of the CALIFA galaxies in
common with S4G have been fitted with an edgedisc.
The human-supervised choices of components from
Salo et al. (2015) and this work match exactly for 47 out of
the 65 galaxies common to both samples. For the reasons
stated above, we consider multiple disc structures in the S4G
classifications as equivalent to one disc component in the
CALIFA galaxies. Similarly, NPS and bulge components are
equally taken into account. As indicated in Section 3.1, and also
discussed in Salo et al. (2015), NPSs are usually unresolved
bulges. For these cases, it is always the S4G classification
that includes a NPS, while a proper bulge is shown in the
CALIFA analysis, as expected due to the lower resolution of the
near-infrared images when compared to SDSS data.
The fact that the classifications from both teams, which use
different codes and images, match for 72% of the common sam-
ple, is an indication of the robustness of the human-supervised
multi-component photometric decomposition techniques. The
19 non-matching galaxies show relevant differences in the clas-
sifications, such as the presence of bulges or bars. In particular,
we include bars in five CALIFA galaxies which are unbarred for
the S4G team, whereas the opposite occurs for seven galaxies.
Since it has been found that the measured bar fraction increases
in near-infrared observations (e.g. Marinova & Jogee 2007), a
higher bar occurrence in the S4G data is expected. No significant
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Fig. 13: Comparison of our r-band best-fit parameters with those from the multi-component photometric decompositions of the
3.6 µm images of the S4G galaxies (Salo et al. 2015). There are 65 galaxies in common between our sample and S4G. Left panels
correspond to elliptical/bulge parameters: effective radius (top) and Sérsic index (bottom). Controversial bulges (see text) are plotted
as grey dots. Middle panels compare the disc scale lengths for single discs (top) and truncated discs as classified by this work
(bottom). Salo et al. (2015) only include single discs in their decompositions. Inner and outer disc scale lengths are distinguished in
the case of breaks as blue and red dots, respectively. For the sake of clarity, the 1:1 axis proportion in the bottom panel has not been
kept. The right panel shows the comparison of the bar lengths for the 19 galaxies classified as barred by both works. The use of two
different disc components (an exponential and Ferrers) in the S4G fit explain the difference for NGC 5957 (grey dot).
differences are found in the common sample of 65 galaxies. Re-
garding the early-types, there is one CALIFA elliptical galaxy
classified as S0 by S4G and viceversa.
Figure 13 shows the comparison of bulge (or single Sérsic),
disc, and bar parameters between our r-band images and the
3.6 µm images used by Salo et al. (2015). Overall, the results
are in good agreement. We have visually explored the outliers
shown in the plots for the bulge parameters (Sérsic index and ef-
fective radius). Some correspond to bulges that acquire high SB
values in the outer galaxy regions, even surpassing the disc pro-
file in the Salo et al. (2015) fits. This is considered unrealistic in
our decomposition and therefore they show too high Sérsic index
and effective radius values with respect to the results from this
work. In other cases, different bar fits or even the absence of a
bar for one of the galaxies accounts for inconsistencies in bulge
parameters.
Twenty galaxies of the common sample host truncated discs,
as classified in this work. Salo et al. (2015) do not include breaks
and truncations in their decomposition. Truncations can be re-
lated to structures such as rings or bars and it is therefore not
obvious which disc region, inner or outer, is best suited for the
comparison with a single disc such as the one provided for the
S4G galaxies. Moreover, the estimated properties of a single disc
may also be affected by other structures or even image parame-
ters such as sky background, thus are biased towards inner or
outer measurements depending on each case. Salo et al. (2015)
show that their single discs are a good estimate of a ‘mean’ disc
of the inner and outer values. They also find that outer discs in
Type II galaxies better resemble the properties of actual single
discs. In Fig. 13 we compare both the inner and outer disc scale
lengths derived in this work with the single S4G scale lengths.
Values from the outer disc regions lie slightly closer to the unity
line, although the situation is different for each galaxy. Results
for galaxies hosting single discs as concluded by both CALIFA
and S4G classifications are in full agreement.
There are 19 galaxies classified as barred by both Salo et al.
(2015) and this work (bottom right panel of Fig. 13). The main
outlier corresponds to NGC 5957. Salo et al. (2015) fit a bulge,
bar, and two discs to this galaxy. While the main disc has
an exponential profile, the second one is fitted with a Ferrers
profile. In this work NGC 5957 is fitted with a bulge, bar, and
single disc. We have verified that our bar corresponds to their
Ferrers disc, and thus the inconsistency in the results, while
we do not find signatures of any other inner bar in the optical
images.
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6. Conclusions
This paper presents the multi-component photometric decompo-
sition of 404 galaxies from the CALIFA DR3 survey. Our aim is
to provide the community with an accurate photometric charac-
terisation of the multiple stellar structures shaping the CALIFA
galaxies; namely bulges, bars, and discs.
The galaxy sample covers all galaxies included in the CAL-
IFA final data release, both from the mother sample and the ex-
tension sample, except those in mergers, interactions, and those
that are highly inclined. We adopted a human-supervised strat-
egy where up to three structural components: bulge/NPS (nu-
clear point source), disc (including breaks), and bar are used
to provide the best fit for each galaxy. The final combination
of structures was individually determined by the code-user af-
ter checking several possibilities. We have thoroughly compared
our results with previous works from the literature (Simard et al.
2011; Salo et al. 2015) obtaining a reasonable agreement when
the different galaxy components are carefully selected, but differ-
ent results when automatic methods are used. We consider this as
an indication of the robustness of the human-supervised multi-
component photometric decomposition techniques. Counting
disc breaks as different structures, we used 13 different combi-
nations of structures to describe our sample galaxies.
We focused on the incidence of the different structures in
our sample. Since the galaxies extracted from the mother sam-
ple are volume-correctable, we have studied the frequency of the
different structures for the whole observed sample and volume
-corrected. Our main conclusions are:
– We found an average bar fraction in our volume-corrected
sample of 57%, which is consistent with previous results
in the literature. The volume-corrected bar fraction shows
a drop toward late type galaxies; unfortunately, the num-
ber of galaxies in the late-type bin is too small to draw
statistical conclusions. The observed bar fraction (using the
whole sample) is relatively constant with Hubble type. Re-
garding the mass dependance of the bar fraction, the volume-
corrected bar fraction drops from ∼75% at M⋆ = 109.5 M⊙
to ∼25% at M⋆ = 1011 M⊙.
– We explored the frequency of different disc types by using
2D surface-brightness models including broken exponential
profiles and found that 62%, 28%, and 10% of our volume
corrected disc sample are better represented with a Type I
(pure exponential), a Type II (down-bending), and a Type
III (up-bending) profile, respectively. These fractions are in
strong disagreement with previous results in the literature
(Erwin et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011). We argue that the
different methodologies are the main explanation for these
differences. In our 2D analysis we are simultaneously fitting
all different galaxy components whereas 1D studies usually
fit only piecewise exponentials to pre-defined regions of the
SB profile. Despite the quantitative differences, we found the
same trends observed in the previous works, that is, a de-
crease in the fraction of Type I profiles with Hubble type
(from Sa to Sc), an increase for the Type II profiles and an
almost constant fraction for type III galaxies. No significant
trends are found in terms of the stellar mass or the presence
of bars.
– We also studied the incidence of pure discs and/or small un-
resolved bulges in our sample. Regarding the presence of a
bulge and its prominence, we find a clear segregation of the
structural composition of galaxies according to stellar mass.
At high masses (log(M⋆/M⊙) > 11), galaxies modelled with
a single Sérsic or a bulge+disc with B/T > 0.2 represent
the dominant population. At intermediate masses (9.5 <
log(M⋆/M⊙) < 11), galaxies described with bulge+disc but
B/T < 0.2 are preponderant whereas in the low mass end
(log(M⋆/M⊙) < 9.5), the prevailing population is consti-
tuted by galaxies modelled with either pure discs or nuclear
point sources+discs (i.e. no discernible bulge). This trend of
the fitted model with galaxy mass is also consistent with the
trend of the B/T ratio with both Hubble type and mass. We
found a clear decrease of B/T with both increasing Hubble
type and decreasing mass with an average volume corrected
B/T value of 0.14.
The work presented in this paper focuses on describing the
photometric decomposition pipeline and the incidence of the dif-
ferent structural components in the final CALIFA data release.
It also, however, sets the basis for new studies combining pho-
tometric information with the wealth of 2D spatially resolved
spectroscopic information provided by the CALIFA survey.
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